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powershell function to get disk scsi lun number robert - about robert van den nieuwendijk robert van den nieuwendijk is
a freelance senior systems engineer with over 30 years of experience in the it industry, more tips for getting started with
vmware powercli wahl - for a bit of nostalgia you can also read my tips for getting started with powercli post published
back in february of 2012 keep in mind that most of those instructions are horribly out of date but the principles in the
scripting exercises section still carry some merit, vcheck daily report virtu al net - running this with powercli 6 5 r1 against
vcasa 6 5 produce several errors can you figure out what is the issue 1, who created that vm virtu al net - not sure if my
powercli is broken running v6 3 but set customfield seems unavailable a workaround is to change to use set annotation
instead
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